Sita is singing a song.

సితా పడత పడతు ఉననడి.

Sita  song  singing  (she is)

Notes:

పడత (CP Brown Dict p. 0738) [ pāṭa ] pāṭa. [Tel. from পাটা] n. Music, a song. Manner, way, পড়া. পড়া পড়া in this way, তুমি পড়ামন। তুমি পড়ামনা তুমি পড়ামন মনী this is his incessant theme. ভাবে গীত ভাবে গীতী ভাবে his authority is all in all, or his word is law. পড়া how, in what way? পড়া পড়া, in any way, পড়া পড়া।

పడము (CP Brown Dict p. 0740) [ pādu ] pādu. [Tel.] v. a. To sing. Also, to sell or to bid at an auction. aదినపడము pa in su. (Causal of ḍ ṭపడ) v. a. To have something sung. To proclaim, sell by auction. అంత మేదర అంతది they sold my property by auction.

ఉండ (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ uḍu ] uḍu. [Tel.] v. n. To be, exist, live. 2. To reside, dwell. 3. To remain, stop, stay. 4. To last, endure, continue. 5. To keep still, stay quiet; 6. To wait. To stand over, remain as a surplus. ఉండము, ఉండము. 7. To have. ఉండము ఉండడి ఉండడి as I have a wife. "విందము అండము" he who possesses gold. -8. To keep a feast. ఉండడి ఉననడి they kept the Vijaya Dasami feast. ఉననడి ఉనడడి this is the fact. ఉననడి the true form, the reality. I remained there ten days, ఉనడడి ఉనడడి is he at home? ఉనడడి ఉనడడి is your father well? ఉనడడి suddenly, just as they were. ఉనడడి they are; ఉనడడి will they remain till to-morrow? ఉనడడి are they there?